Royal Robotics
Lesson Plan – Design process
Definition: Design Process is the set of actions taken to come up with a solution to a specific problem.
Concepts & Principles:
Design problems are open-ended. They often have more than one solution, whereas analysis problems usually have one
solution.
Example: (hold up ball)
If I asked you to tell me how fast you would have to launch this ball at a 45 degree angle to reach a height of 12 feet –
that would be an analysis problem. It has ONE answer and can be solved with a little math. (write problem on the
board)
MATH PROBLEM:

velocity = height * 2gravity
(sin 45)2

V2 = 12 ft * 2(-32 ft/s2)
.7072

On the other hand, if I asked you to design a machine that would launch this ball and reach a height of 12 feet, that
would be a design problem, because there are multiple solutions: a cannon, a kicker, a slingshot, a catapult, etc. It then
becomes a situation where you need to determine which solution fits your needs best. That is the essence of a design
problem.

Design is an iterative process. That means that it repeats or cycles around, repeating one or more of the steps.
(as you go over process create chart on the board using steps posters)
Step 1: Define the problem
It helps to clearly state what you are trying to achieve. For robotics this usually means the
game challenge and team strategy. It is also important to know any limiting factors, such as
size restrictions, budgets, safety rules, etc. It is totally possible to create a working design
that costs too much or is too heavy, etc. All during the build, design ideas will be checked
against rules and limits to be sure they meet requirements.
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Step 2: Research
Most designs are built using existing items or ideas. Often other teams or industries have had to come up with solutions
for similar problems. Looking at what other groups have generated can sometimes help give a starting point for design
ideas.
Prototyping can also be a way to quickly assess whether a concept is worth pursuing. Creating a computer model or a
simplified mock-up using inexpensive materials can help determine whether an idea will potentially work or fail.
Sometimes just looking at various parts at a hardware store or online can also generate ideas.
Learning the rules and limits can also help when creating successful designs, so that time isn’t put into an idea that gets
eliminated because of a game rule or cost, etc.
Step 3: brainstorming - Generating Multiple solutions
In this step the team should propose MANY solutions, without worrying too much about limits (that’s the next step).
This is the time to attempt to think ‘outside the box’ as that can often lead to an innovative solution. No idea should be
‘too dumb’ or ‘to out there’ to express. This is the time to take chances. During brainstorming there should be an openminded attitude, sometimes even ‘wild’ ideas become the basis for something good.
The one limiter should be the chosen team strategy – don’t go back a step and try to redo that decision.
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Step 4: Analyze and select solution
Once ideas have been presented, then the process of analyzing begins. Our team uses an evaluation board to look at
each design concept and rate it as 1) doable within limits (game rules, safety, budget, etc.) and 2) meeting team goals,
then the team votes on a final selection.
It is important to remember that just because only ONE idea can be chosen that does not mean the other ideas were
bad, often when you get to competition you will find those ideas built by another team.
Step 5: Implement and Evaluate (test) solution
This is when CAD drawings are created; parts are purchased, built and assembled. In business, normally this would be
where a final prototype would be created, tested, checked and rechecked, problems solved, then put into production.
On a robotics team, this IS the manufacturing phase, our robots are basically prototypes, not finished products. This
means the team spends a lot of time problem-solving as testing shows defects and imperfections. When this happens, it
is back to step one because problem-solving is essentially applying the design process again to a specific part or
procedure that isn’t performing properly.

Design proposal forms
When doing the design process, our team breaks into smaller groups and brainstorms concepts. Then we check the
rules and limits to see which concepts are doable. Groups make up a design proposal, using a set of forms – the first
page is the whole robot concept, and additional pages are for sub-assemblies. These proposals will be presented to the
team, then members will vote on a final concept.

Supplies: Design process posters, proposal forms

Info sources:
http://robdkelly.com/blog/design/how-to-master-the-design-process-6-easy-steps/
http://iisme.org/etp/HS%20Engineering-%20Engineering.pdf
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